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Implementation of quality standards for cardiac

imaging has been a goal of recent initiatives including

the evidence-based indications for referral to stress

myocardial perfusion imaging. These referral indica-

tions have been summarized in recent appropriate use

statements from the American College of Cardiology

(ACC) and American College of Radiology (ACR).1,2 In

this issue of the Journal of Nuclear Cardiology,3

Bagrova and colleagues provide a comparison of the

concordance between appropriate use indications based

on published statements from the ACC and ACR. This is

one of a series of reports from this group on the utility of

appropriate use criteria in guiding optimal referral pat-

terns to stress myocardial perfusion imaging.3–7 In this

report, the authors report that there was poor concor-

dance between appropriate use criteria developed by the

ACC as compared to the ACR, with a kappa statistic of

0.32—supporting modest agreement between the two

statements. As there is no definitive ‘‘gold standard’’ for

appropriate indications, this finding of modest concor-

dance is reason for caution and pause as to whether

variability in practice patterns will be observed. The

importance of this finding relates to the upcoming

Medicare requirements that an ordering physician con-

sult with an appropriate use criteria statement by means

of a qualified decision support mechanism beginning in

2019.

A major challenge with all medical procedures is the

marked variability in use across this country. The vari-

ability is use which does not appear to be driven by

clinical risk within a given population.8 Based on the

current report, referral patterns may vary based on

whether the ACC or ACR statement is consulted. A pri-

mary benefit of this new regulation relying on appropriate

use criteria is that standardized referral patterns may

ensue. The hope for our overburdened physicians is that

prior authorization mechanisms, in place to reduce

inappropriate testing and enhance cost savings, may

become eliminated. However, variability between the

ACC and ACR statements may further contribute to

variability and fail to produce the uniformity in referral

patterns or be as effective at reducing unnecessary testing.

These questions based on the intriguing findings

from this report by the Winchester group3 should prompt

additional thoughts as to how we can promote uniformity

and reduce wide variability in current referral practices

for stress myocardial perfusion imaging and other cardiac

imaging procedures. I might also suggest that within the

imaging community we should be devising broader

strategies around driving quality and not solely a

preservation of utilization. A focus on collaborative

statements should be an important goal for all cardio-

vascular imagers including radiologists, nuclear medicine

physicians, and cardiologists. Harmony across the indi-

cations and an improved data synthesis to highlight

evidentiary standards for nuclear cardiology represent

important next steps in created quality imaging practices.

Moreover and importantly, these indications require

more rigorous evaluation than the data currently support.

Does the use of appropriate use criteria improve patient

selection? Do they enhance disease detection and, ulti-

mately, improve patient care? Should we mandate

clinical trials which support appropriateness-criteria-led

strategies as compared to standard testing approaches

(without the use of appropriateness criteria)? In one

recent example of a guideline-directed strategy of care

compared with stress myocardial perfusion imaging and

cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging, the

Clinical Evaluation of Magnetic Resonance Imaging in

Coronary Heart Disease 2 (CE-MARC 2) trial revealed

that the United Kingdom’s guideline for stable chest

pain was less effective and with higher rates of unnec-

essary coronary angiography when compared to stress

CMR or nuclear imaging.9 Although this example of the
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CE-MARC trial may be imperfect, it does suggest that

challenging current healthcare regulations remains an

important mission within the cardiovascular community.

In the case of the appropriate use criteria, who among us

will take the lead?
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